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R K Harrison Insurance Services (RKHIS) is one of 
the leading independent commercial insurance 
providers in the UK. 

We combine the traditional aspects of a local 
brokerage, personal service and timely response, 
with the resources of a national operation.
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Key features
Our product has been designed to include a range of industry specific covers 
which would be difficult to find elsewhere at no extra cost. Utilising our substantial 
knowledge, buying power and experience we are able to provide a number of key 
features that are specific to your business, including:

 Public utilities - Cover for loss of your revenue caused by accidental failure of 
public utilities (electricity, gas, water and telecommunications) supply at your 
premises

 Personal accident (all employees) - £50k death and capital benefits plus 
£100 per week temporary total disablement which may help reduce the cost of 
Employers’ Liability claims

 Business contents at home – £10k cover for business contents at directors 
home address

 Enhanced goods in transit – Cover includes £25k for theft of paper or stationery 
kept over night in a locked vehicle

 Additional computer cover – Additional cover includes breakdown, 
reinstatement of data and increased costs of working.

Key benefits
 Access to enhanced industry specific cover not generally available elsewhere

 Personalised solution to meet most budgets and requirements from SME’s 
through to large corporations

 Committed to providing the highest standards of personal service from an 
experienced team who understand the Office Supplies industry

 Preferred supplier to the BOSS Federation.



Risk management
The cover we provide will help protect your business and return to working order as 
soon as possible after a claim, but prevention is always better than cure. An effective risk 
management programme enables you to operate a safer business environment as well as 
contributing to its security and stability.

Therefore, we have established a number of services that could help improve your 
risk management programme and, by demonstrating a commitment to reducing and 
preventing risk, may help you to reduce your claims as well as your premiums.
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Additional services
To ensure that you have an insurance solution that meets your needs, RKHIS provide a 
comprehensive range of products and has access to a number of leading insurers.

Other products that you may need to consider include:

 Directors’ and officers’ liability
 Group travel
 Legal expenses
 Motor fleet (including commercial vans)
 Engineering inspection and insurance
 Internet liability
 Trade credit insurance.

Claims
All claims are different. Key to any insurance provider’s service is ensuring that any claims you 
make are dealt with quickly and efficiently, helping to minimise the impact on your business. 

We believe all claims should be dealt with as quickly and efficiently as possible by professionals 
who have an understanding of your situation. You will have the security of knowing that we 
employ a dedicated team whom you will have direct contact with and who will be there to 
advise and support you if required. Where you have a BCP, which is shared with us, we will 
ensure it is central to the claims management process for serious incidents allowing your key 
stakeholders to act immediately in accordance with the plan.
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The BOSS Federation endorses 
RKHIS because of their ability to offer 
innovative and flexible solutions that 
are aimed specifically at BOSS members, 
whilst still being able to offer them 
competitive premiums”.
Michael Gardner 
Chief Executive, BOSS Federation
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Our objective is to build the UK's leading 
privately-owned independent broking business. 
Paul Bridgwater
CEO, R K Harrison Group Limited
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About RKH Group (RKH)

Leading
RKH has four broking subsidiaries, clients receive the attention of class-leading 
specialists. Whether executing the largest transactions for multinational 
corporations or designing bespoke products and services for private clients, 
RKH has the experience and expertise to produce the best results.

Privately Owned
Employee ownership allows RKH to attract, retain and motivate the most 
talented people; to prioritise sustainable growth over short-term profit; and to 
remain committed to the business for the long-term.

Independent
Free from outside control, RKH can focus its resources on delivering 
consistently better results for all its stakeholders.

Recent Achievements
Winner - Schemes Broker of the Year (UK Broker Awards 2013) 
Winner - Insurance Broker of the Year (The Insurance Insider Honours 2012)

Financial Highlights
year ending 30 June 2013

£115m
Over a decade of 
year-on-year growth
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Holdings company financials.



R K Harrison Insurance Services Limited
Woodlands, Manton Lane, Bedford MK41 7LW

T: +44 (0)1234 305 555    
F: +44 (0)1234 408 676
E: enquiry@rkhis.com

www.rkhgroup.com

An R K Harrison Group company

R K Harrison Insurance Services Limited (RKHIS) is an appointed representative of R K Harrison Group Limited, which is authorised 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in respect of general insurance business. RKHIS is registered in England No. 
6719831. Registered Office: One Whittington Avenue, London EC3V 1LE. Calls may be monitored and recorded for quality 
assurance purposes. 10/13 Ref: 947

For your no obligation quotation please call 
0800 052 6005 or email boss@rkhis.com


